
Working with RJR Quilter’s Sateen   

Quilter’s Sateen is used as background for my Affairs of the Heart pattern.  Sateen quilts beautifully.  I love the 

softness of the fabric and the solid color of the Black Quilter’s Sateen for this design; however, like most beautiful 

things it requires a little care.  To this end, RJR provides general instructions entitled “Important Technical Tips for 

Quilter’s Sateen” in each bolt. They are listed at the bottom of this page for your convenience. 

 

Applied Instructions: 

Pre-washing Quilter’s Sateen is not necessary.  However, if pre-washing is desired, follow the RJR recommendations 

below. 

Quilter’s Sateen weave is directional.  It is important to keep the direction of the fabric the same for each block.  

 Put the fold of the fabric on the bottom of the cutting board with the salvage edge at the top.  Put a pin on 

the wrong side (which is inside of the fold) of the fabric that is facing the top of the cutting board.    

 For smaller Traditional layout blocks, cut a strip 10” x WOF and rotate the strip so that the salvage edge is 

just past the edge of the cutting board, line up the fabric and cut at 10” and the just cut the fold of the fabric.  

Four blocks cut, with right sides facing each other.  For larger blocks, cut strip width per instructions and 

notate weave direction as indicated subsequent steps.  

 With the fabric still on the cutting board, carefully take the top cut block with the salvage edge and turn it 

over, so that the salvage edge is on the opposite side and the wrong side of the fabric is up.  Put a pin near 

the left edge of the block.  Turn over the next cut block in the same direction, and place a pin in the same 

location (left edge). 

 The last block at this point has the wrong side facing up; place a pin near the left edge.   

 When stitching out your design, keep the pin to the top of the block.  After stitching is completed, mark on 

the wrong side of the block where the pin is located. 

To minimize fraying of Quilter’s Sateen do not trim the blocks until you are ready to piece the blocks together. 

Due to the silky nature of Quilter’s Sateen it is best to take the time to pin seams when sewing.  This is especially 

important for the On Point Quilt top when sewing the Half Square Triangles and Corner Blocks which will be on the 

bias.  Make sure the blocks are laid out in the same direction per the marking on the wrong side of each block. 

General Instructions:   

Important Technical Tips for Quilter’s Sateen© by RJR Fabrics   

 There is a possibility that, after washing, cotton sateens may lose some of their luster.  To minimize the loss 

of luster, we recommend washing the fabric in a gentle cycle using luke warm water and a phosphate free 

detergent.  If you which to avoid a loss of luster, do not wash the sateen. 

 When using a pencil on a sateen cloth, because of the weave of the sateen, the pencil may be more difficult 

to remove.  To avoid any problems with using a pencil, always mark lightly or just light enough for you or the 

quilter to see.  When using the felt tip washout pens, carefully follow the instructions of the manufacturer. 

 To avoid fraying, fabric pulls, and loose threads, cut align the grain of the fabric. 

 We encourage the use of 100% cotton quilting and sewing thread when working with cotton sateens.  Cotton 

threads will help promote the longevity of the sateen. 

 To create interesting surface effects with sateens, change the grain of the fabric around when 

piecing.  For a more traditional look, use the grain of the fabric in one direction. 

 


